Miró Rivera Rest-room
Enhanced Crosswalks
Better connectivity to the neighborhood

Neighborhood Lawn
A place for playing, relaxing, and rolling around

Lounge
A shady spot for community gathering and picnicking with friends

The Heron’s Nest
A nature playground made from native materials to foster exploration and creativity

Upland Meadow
Planted with native Texas wildflowers and grasses

The Overlook
A spot for kayaks, SUPs, and views of Lady Bird Lake

Lake Edge
Planted with native Texas riparian species

The Grove
A winding path through Pecans and other native Texas fruiting trees

The Steps
A space to sit by the water

PROJECT GOAL
Improve and enhance the ecological function of the site while providing spaces for recreational use and improved trail connectivity for the growing area.
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**PROJECT GOAL**
Improve and enhance the ecological function of the site while providing spaces for recreational use and improved trail connectivity for the growing area.
WHAT WE HEARD

CONCEPT 1

Rainey St. Trailhead Survey #2 feedback - November 9, 2019

“I like the picnic area and better access to the water for kayaks, SUPs, canoes. The combination of shading and open space lawn is important.”

“ ‘I really like the picnic deck and the preserving of many trees.’”

HOW WELL DID THIS CONCEPT ALIGN WITH THE PROJECT VISION?

not appropriate excessive or lacking adequate good wonderful

CONCEPT 2

Rainey St. Trailhead Survey #2 feedback - November 2019

PROJECT GOAL. Improve and enhance the ecological function of the site while providing spaces for recreational use and improved trail connectivity for the growing area.

“I’m not a huge fan of the exercise equipment on trails, looks a bit unsightly and takes away from the natural beauty.”

“The native pecan grove is a lovely touch!”

“The trail currently lacks children’s play area. The nature play area is a great idea!”

“How well did this concept align with the project vision:

not appropriate excessive or lacking adequate good wonderful